
Rags : hero dog of WWIRags : hero dog of WWI

by Margot Theis Raven
J 940.4 RAVEN
"A stray dog named Rags befriends a U.S. soldier in Paris, France,
during WWI. Rags traveled with the troops carrying messages
from the front line to the back. His loyalty kept him by his owner's
side until Sergeant Donovan died at the base hospital in Chicago"

The unsung hero of Birdsong, USAThe unsung hero of Birdsong, USA

by Brenda Woods
J WOODS
Gabriel, twelve, gains new perspective when he becomes friends
with Meriwether, a Black World War II hero who has recently
returned to the unwelcoming Jim Crow South

War storiesWar stories

by Gordon Korman
J KORMAN
Visiting the small French village that his veteran grandfather
helped liberate during World War II, an avid young player of war
video games begins questioning his familys perspectives about
his grandfathers heroism when he uncovers the rest of the story.
Simultaneous eBook.

Hollow chestHollow chest

by Brita Sandstrom
J SANDSTROM
When his brother Theo returns home from World War II cold and
distant, Charlie soon discovers that Theos heart has been
consumed by a war wolf, which lives off of grief, and must get
Theos heart back before its too late. 35,000 first printing.
Simultaneous eBook.
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The wallThe wall

by Eve Bunting
A boy and his father visit the Vietnam Veteran's Memorial in
Washington, D.C., in a work about memory and loss.

I remember Korea : veterans tell theirI remember Korea : veterans tell their

stories of the Korean War, 1950-53stories of the Korean War, 1950-53

by Linda Granfield
J 951.904 GRANDFIELD
Presents personal accounts of more than thirty men and women
who served with the American and Canadian forces in Korea
during the years 1950-1953, marking the 50th anniversary of the

end of the Korean War.

Half a manHalf a man

by Michael Morpurgo
J MORPURGO
A coming-of-age tale about the physical and mental scars of war
follows the experiences of a young man who after years of being
told not to ask his World War II veteran grandfather about his
injuries learns how his grandfather survived a torpedo attack on

his ship.

Dogtag summerDogtag summer

by Elizabeth Partridge
J PARTRIDGE
In the summer of 1980 before she starts junior high school in
Santa Rosa, California, Tracy, who was adopted from Vietnam
when she was six years old, finds an old ammo box with a dog
tag and picture that bring up painful memories for both her
Vietnam-veteran father and her

On the wings of heroesOn the wings of heroes

by Richard Peck
J PECK
When World War II breaks out and his older brother, Bill, decides
to sign-up to be a pilot overseas, Davy is left to deal with his
heartbroken father and his own feelings of loss while becoming
a man in the process, as the only life as he has known it changes
all around him.

Rolling ThunderRolling Thunder

by Kate Messner
E MESSNER
Told in rhyming text, a boy accompanies his grandfather on
the Rolling Thunder Ride for Freedom, a demonstration in
Washington, DC, on Memorial Day that pays tribute to
American veterans

Celebrate Veterans DayCelebrate Veterans Day

by Melissa Ferguson
J 394.264 FERGUSON
"Discusses the history and importance of Veterans Day, as
well as ways that Americans celebrate it."--Provided by
publisher

Veterans : Heroes in OurVeterans : Heroes in Our

NeighborhoodNeighborhood

by Valerie Pfundstein
E PFUNDSTEIN
After learning about veterans in school, a young boy
discovers that heroes live all around him: the butcher,
barber, librarian and many other members of his

community who have helped protect our freedom and liberty by serving in various
branches of the American military.

Hero dadHero dad

by Melinda Hardin
E HARDIN
A child demonstrates that while Dad differs from a
traditional superhero, as an American soldier he is a
superhero of a different kind.

Hero momHero mom

by Melinda Hardin
E HARDIN
A tribute to moms who serve their country in the military
reveals their contributions as unsung heroes who construct
buildings, fly planes, drive tanks and do many other
important things to make the world a safer place.
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